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Abstract
A completely mitotic computably enumerable degree is a c.e. degree in which every c.e. set is
mitotic, or equivalently in which every c.e. set is autoreducible. There are known to be low, low2,
and high completely mitotic degrees, though the degrees containing non-mitotic sets are dense in
the c.e. degrees. We show that there exists an upper cone of c.e. degrees each of which contains a
non-mitotic set, and that the completely mitotic c.e. degrees are nowhere dense in the c.e. degrees.
We also show that there is a set computably enumerable in and above 0′ which is not the jump of any
completely mitotic degree.
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1. Introduction
This section gives background information on the mitotic computably enumerable sets
and their Turing degrees and jumps.
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We denote the upper semi-lattice of computably enumerable (c.e.) Turing degrees by
C and the lattice of c.e. sets under inclusion by E.
Other notation used in discussing these structures generally follows the extensive
introduction to the subject by Soare [14], with the exception that the term recursive is
replaced by computable, recursively enumerable by computably enumerable, and so on for
the many related terms.
Two recurring themes in the study of c.e. sets are the relationship between the
‘computational’ and ‘algebraic’ structure of sets, and the interaction between E and C.
In this context many important results have been obtained by splitting theorems (many
examples are given in the survey by Downey and Stob [4]).
A splitting of a c.e. set A is a pair of disjoint c.e. sets A1, A2 such that A = A1 ∪ A2.
This splitting of the set A is also a splitting of the degree of A since A1 ≤T A, A2 ≤T A,
and A≤T A1 ⊕ A2. That is: deg(A1) ∪ deg(A2) ≡T deg(A) and deg(A1)≤T deg(A),
deg(A2)≤T deg(A). We allow here the case where A1 and A2 are comparable, and in that
case at least one of them must be Turing equivalent to A. A splitting is called non-trivial if
neither A1 nor A2 is computable.
Friedberg [6] showed that any non-computable c.e. set can be split non-trivially. The
Sacks Splitting Theorem [11] shows further that any non-zero c.e. degree can be split into
two incomparable low sets; hence any non-zero c.e. degree can be expressed as the join of
two incomparable low non-zero c.e. degrees. This result has many consequences, including
that (1) the low c.e. degrees generate the c.e. degrees when closed under join and (2) no
c.e. degree is minimal. Related to results on splittings of c.e. sets is the concept of a mitotic
set: a c.e. set A is said to be mitotic if it can be split into a pair of disjoint c.e. sets each
of which has the same Turing degree as A. Every c.e. degree contains infinitely many
mitotic sets, as if A ∈ a then A ⊕ A is in a also and splits naturally into the sets A ⊕ ∅ and
∅ ⊕ A.
Ladner [9,10] showed that a c.e. set A being mitotic is equivalent to the set A being
autoreducible, and that there exists a non-zero c.e. degree such that all c.e. sets in the
degree are mitotic; this is called a completely mitotic degree. (A set B is autoreducible if
there is a single computable functional which can correctly compute B(x) from the oracle
B ∪{x}, i.e. can compute, for all x , the membership of x in B without explicitly asking the
oracle B about x .)
Later it was shown that the degrees containing non-mitotic c.e. sets are dense in the c.e.
degrees [7]; though there exist low, low2, and high completely mitotic degrees [3]. Further
results were obtained relating mitotic sets to those with other properties; for example
Ambos-Spies and Fejer show in [1] that any low non-zero degree, if it is contiguous,
contains a non-mitotic c.e. set. Downey and Slaman [3] showed that there is a completely
mitotic degree containing a promptly simple set. This also relates to the cappable degrees,
as the promptly simple c.e. degrees are exactly the non-cappable degrees. We will return
to the cappable (and non-cappable) degrees in Section 3.
The results in Section 2 illustrate the scarcity of completely mitotic degrees below 0′;
the non-jump inversion theorem of Section 3 answers negatively the question of whether
the jumps of the completely mitotic c.e. degrees include all those possible, i.e. include the
jumps of all c.e. degrees.
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2. Mitotic sets and computably enumerable degrees
All c.e. degrees contain mitotic sets, for example sets of the form A ⊕ A. Lachlan [8]
showed that not all c.e. sets are mitotic, but a fuller investigation was made by Ladner
[9,10] who related mitotic sets to autoreducible sets.
Trahtenbrot [15] defined an autoreduction Ψ to be a Turing functional such that for all
X and n, Ψ X (n) includes no question of the form n ∈ X . A set A is autoreducible if there
exists an autoreductionΨ such that A = Ψ A.
Ladner proved that a c.e. set is autoreducible if and only if it is mitotic; then he and
others were able to prove many results on mitotic sets, non-mitotic sets, and completely
mitotic degrees (degrees consisting entirely of mitotic sets), usually using the definition
of a mitotic set if a construction of a completely mitotic degree was required, and
using the definition of an autoreducible set if the construction of a non-mitotic set was
required.
The results in this paper all use a basic diagonalisation strategy to build a non-
autoreducible, and therefore non-mitotic, c.e. set. To ensure that Φi is not an autoreduction
for the set A, simply choose a witness y not yet in A, wait until ΦAi (y) converges, then set
A(y) = 1 − ΦAi (y).
This strategy can be used simultaneously for all i in ω in a finite injury priority argument
to produce a set A which is not autoreducible.
Downey and Slaman [3] have proved a ‘downward cone’ result:
Theorem 2.1 (Downey–Slaman). If b is any non-zero c.e. degree then there exists a non-
zero c.e. predecessor c of b such that every non-zero c.e. degree below c contains a non-
mitotic c.e. set.
We now prove a related result for upper cones:
Theorem 2.2. There exists a low c.e. degree u such that if v is a c.e. degree and u≤T v
then v contains a non-mitotic c.e. set.
Proof. This is proved using a finite injury priority argument. We construct a member U
of u in stages s, U = ⋃s∈ω Us . We also construct sets {Ve}e∈ω to witness that each c.e.
degree in the upper cone of u contains a non-mitotic set. The construction uses {We}e∈ω,
an effective enumeration of all c.e. sets.
Construct U , {Ve}e∈ω to satisfy, for all e ∈ ω, the requirements:
Ne : If {e}Us (e)↓ for infinitely many s, then {e}U (e)↓.
Pe : We = ΛVe for some computable functional Λ.
R<e,i> : There exists a y such that ¬[Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y)↓ = Ve(y)].
We also ensure by permitting that Ve ≤T U ⊕ We.
If We ≥T U then the above ensure that Ve ≡T U ⊕ We ≡T We and Ve is not
autoreducible, so not mitotic; hence deg(We) is not completely mitotic, and u = deg(U) is
the required degree.
Let 〈 , 〉 be a computable bijective pairing function increasing in both coordinates. At
each stage s place markers λ(e, x, s) on elements of V e,s . Values of λ will be used both
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as witnesses to defeat possible autoreduction functionals for sets Ve, and to ensure that We
is reducible to Ve. Initially λ(e, x, 0) = 〈e, x〉 for all e, x ∈ω. Also define a function
µs(e, i) for each e, i ∈ ω, µ0(e, i) = i , for all e, i ∈ ω. We use µ to ensure that only
numbers of sufficiently large magnitude enter U at stage s, so we can satisfy the lowness
requirements Ne . For all s, µs(e, i) is increasing in i and non-decreasing in e; the function
λ(e, x, s) is, for each e, increasing in x (and non-decreasing in s).
Order the requirements in the following priority ranking:
N0, R0, N1, R1, N2, R2, . . . .
The {Pe}e∈ω do not appear in this ranking. Ne requires attention if it is not satisfied and
{e}U (e)[s]↓. R<e,i> requires attention if it is not satisfied and Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y)[s]↓ where
y = λ(e, µs(e, i), s). We will build U = ⋃s Us and Ve = ⋃s Ve,s for all e ∈ ω. Initially
all requirements Ne , R<e,i> are declared unsatisfied.
CONSTRUCTION
Stage s = 0: Let U0 = ∅, Ve,0 = ∅ all e ∈ ω.
Stage s + 1:
Part A. Act on the highest priority requirement which requires attention, if such a
requirement exists:
If Ne requires attention then set µs+1(eˆ, ıˆ) = µs(eˆ, ıˆ + s) for each 〈eˆ, ıˆ〉 ≥ e. This
prevents injury to Ne by lower priority requirements Re′ , Ne′ as we assume that s bounds
the use of the halting computation. Declare Ne satisfied; declare all lower priority R, N
unsatisfied.
If R<e,i> requires attention via y = λ(e, µs(e, i), s) then if
Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y)[s]↓ = 0,
set Ve,s+1 = Ve,s ∪ {y} and Us+1 = Us ∪ {y}. We note that λ(e, µs(e, i), s) ≥ µs(e, i).
Whether the computation equals 0 or not define, for all j ∈ ω,
λ∗(e, µs(e, i)+ j, s + 1) = λ(e, µs(e, i)+ j + s + 1, s).
This protects the computation of the R<e,i>-strategy from R<e,ıˆ>, ıˆ > i , since the use
of Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y)[s] ≤ s and λ∗(e, µs(e, ıˆ), s + 1) ≥ s. Declare R<e,i> satisfied; declare
all lower priority R, N unsatisfied.
Define µs+1( , ) and λ∗( , , s + 1) not specified in part A to be the same as µs( , ) and
λ( , , s) respectively.
Part B. If x ∈ We,s+1 \ We,s then set
Ve,s+1 = Ve,s ∪ {λ∗(e, x, s + 1)} and
λ(e, x + j, s + 1)= λ∗(e, x + j + 1, s + 1) for all j ∈ ω.
Find all ıˆ such that λ(e, µs+1(e, ıˆ), s) ≥ λ∗(e, x, s+1) and declare R<e,ıˆ> unsatisfied
for each such ıˆ .
Define λ( , , s + 1) not specified in part B above to be the same as λ∗( , , s + 1).
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VERIFICATION
Lemma 1. For all e, i , z there is a stage s0 such that:
1. N<e,ı> is met and never acts after stage s0.
2. lims µs(e, i) = µ(e, i) exists and is attained by s0.
3. R<e,i> is met.
4. lims λ(e, z, s) exists.
Proof. By induction on j = 〈e, i〉.
Suppose there exists a stage s0 such that for all eˆ, ıˆ with 〈eˆ, ıˆ〉 < j :
1. N<eˆ,ıˆ> is met and never acts after stage s0.
2. lims µs(eˆ, ıˆ) = µ(eˆ, ıˆ) exists and is attained by s0.
3. R<eˆ,ıˆ> is met and never acts after stage s0.
4. (∀z ≤ µ(eˆ, ıˆ)) lims λ(eˆ, z, s) exists and is attained by stage s0.
Then: (1) If N j ever receives attention after stage s0 then it is met and never injured,
so there is a stage s1 > s0 after which its computation does not change from divergent to
convergent, and after which N j does not receive attention. (Else set s1 = s0.)
(2) µs1+1(e, i) = µ(e, i) as N0, . . . , N j never again change µ.
(3) We must show that lims λ(e, z, s) exists for all z ≤ µ(e, i). This will be true if
R<eˆ,ıˆ> and Pe stop changing λ(e, z, s). Suppose this inactivity is reached by stage s2 > s1
for R<eˆ,ıˆ>, all ıˆ < i , and also that after s2 the requirement Pe stops changing λ(e, z, s) up
to z ≤ µ(e, ıˆ).
Now we wish to see R<e,i> stop acting, and also λ(e, µ(e, i), s) stop changing.
• If R<e,i> never acts then when We stops changing on x ≤ µ(e, i) there is no further
change to λ(e, z, s) for z ≤ µ(e, i).
• Suppose that R<e,i> acts at stage s3 > s2. This results in an increase λ(e, µ(e, i),
s3 + 1) > λ(e, µ(e, i), s2)+ s3. The Ve-use of the computation on which R<e,i> acted
can only be injured after stage s3 by a change We,s no larger than µ(e, i). Eventually
such changes on a finite initial segment of We will cease, and after acting at most once
more R<e,i> stops acting, say at stage s4.
(4) After s3, as in (3) above, when We,s |`µ(e, i) + 1 = We |`µ(e, i) + 1, only R<e,i>
can move λ(e, µ(e, i), s). R<e,i> then acts at most once and is met permanently. Then we
have a stage s4 such that λ(e, z, s4) = lims λ(e, z, s) for all z ≤ µ(e, i).
Lemma 2. Ve ≤T U ⊕ We.
Proof. By permitting: in the construction a number k enters Ve only if k enters U or a
number less than or equal to k enters We.
Lemma 3. For all e, Pe is satisfied, that is We = ΛVe .
Proof. To determine whether z ∈ We we need to find a stage such that λ(e, z, s) has
attained its limit. Ve computably determines λ(e, 0), λ(e, 1), . . . , λ(e, z) [we note that
λ(e, y, s) changes only if a number ≤ λ(e, y, s) enters Ve]. Find a stage sz such that
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Ve,sz |`γz + 1 = Ve |`γz + 1 , where γz = max{λ(e, 0), λ(e, 1), . . . , λ(e, z)}. Then z ∈ We
iff z ∈ We,sz .
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Downey and Slaman [3] also showed:
Theorem 2.3 (Downey–Slaman). The low completely mitotic c.e. degrees are nowhere
dense in the c.e. degrees.
They asked whether the result could be extended to all completely mitotic c.e. degrees. We
show the following:
Theorem 2.4. The completely mitotic c.e. degrees are nowhere dense.
Proof. Let E <T F be c.e. sets. We build r.e. A, B with E ⊕ A ⊕ B ≤T F satisfying the
requirements
Pe : Φe(E ⊕ A) = B
Re,i : Γe(E ⊕ A ⊕ B) = We implies
Ve ≡T We ⊕ A and ∃x(Φi (Ve ∪ {x}; x) = (Ve)(x))
where we have (functional, c.e. set) pairs (Γe,We)e∈ω, functionals Φe, and we build
auxiliary c.e. sets Ve. Thus within the interval [deg(E), deg(F)] we have a subinterval
[deg(E ⊕ A), deg(E ⊕ A ⊕ B)] that contains no completely mitotic degree.
The construction uses a tree; α denotes a node associated with requirement Pe or Re,i ,
and we build a set Vα for each node. The following length of agreement functions are used
in the construction:
l(e, s) = max { x : (∀y < x)Γe(E ⊕ A ⊕ B; y)[s] = We,s(y) }
ml(e, s) = max { l(e, t) : t < s }
ml(α, s) = max { l(e, t) : t < s, t an α stage }
l(e, i, s) = max{x : (∀ y < x)[Φi(Ve ∪ {y}; y)[s] ↓= Ve,s(y) ∧
l(e, s) > u(Φi )]}
where u(Φi ) is the use of the Φi computation. The function l(e, s) measures the extent to
which Γ computes W as is relevant to Re,i . ml(e, s) is the maximum value of l(e, s) prior
to the stage s, and ml(α, s) is the maximum value at previous α stages. l(e, i, s) measures
the extent to which Φ is an autoreduction functional for Ve (with the extra condition that
Γ (E ⊕ A ⊕ B) is computing a large initial segment of W ).
The basic module for Pe is the following (n = 0 initially):
1. Pick a follower xn bigger than all previous followers and restraints (all followers are
non-urgent until declared urgent).
2. Wait for a stage s such that Φe(E ⊕ A)(xn)[s]↓ = 0 .
Then let r(n) = u(Φe,s(E ⊕ A)(xn)); restrain A up to r(n).
3. Set ∆E (n) = Fs(n) with use r(n).
4. Start cycle n + 1 and wait for n to enter F . If E |`r(n) changes before, then cancel all
cycles n + 1, n + 2, n + 3, . . . and go to step 2.
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5. Declare xn as urgent B; retain restraint on A, and cancel cycles n+ 1, n+ 2, n+ 3, . . . .
If E |`r(n) changes from now on then declare xn non-urgent and go to step 3, i.e. reset
∆E (n) = Fs(n) and restart cycle n + 1; otherwise xn is intended to enter B as soon as
restraints allow. If we revisit this strategy and xn is urgent then enumerate it into B . (We
must still be prepared to return to step 3 if E |`r(n) changes.)
This module may get stuck waiting at step 2 or at step 4, or it may return infinitely often
from step 4 to step 2. If it gets stuck waiting at step 2 thenΦe is partial orΦe(E⊕A)(x) = 1
and we win Pe. If we return from step 5 to step 3 then cycle n + 1 is expected to handle
the requirement (obviously n will never again enter F). If stuck at 4 then cycle n + 1 is
expected to handle Pe (the case where all cycles become stuck at 4 is degenerate as ∆
would effectively compute F from E contrary to hypothesis).
The basic module for Re,i is the following:
For all e: whenever s is e-expansionary, that is l(e, s) > ml(e, s), we enumerate the
least number to have entered We ⊕ A since the last e-expansionary stage into Ve. This
ensures that if l(e, s) tends to infinity then Ve ≡T We ⊕ A. For each pair e, i we also have
the cycles described below, at node α on a tree, assigned to Re,i :
1. Pick a big follower xn (non-urgent).
2. Wait for a stage s such that l(e, i, s) > 2xn+1 with s an α stage and l(e, s) > ml(α, s).
Set restraint r(n, α, i) on A and B large enough to preserve the l(e, i, s) > 2xn + 1
computation.
3. Set ∆E (n) = Fs(n) with use r(n, α, i).
4. Start cycle n+1 and wait for n to enter F . If E |`r(n, α, i) changes then cancel all cycles
n + 1, n + 2, n + 3, . . . and go to step 2.
5. Declare xn urgent and cancel cycles n + 1, n + 2, n + 3, . . . . Retain restraint on A and
B . If E |`r(n, α, i) changes from now on then go to step 3, i.e. reset ∆E (n) = Fs(n)
and restart cycle n + 1 (otherwise xn is intended to enter A as soon as restraints allow).
If we revisit this strategy and xn is urgent then enumerate it into A. (We must still be
prepared to return to step three if E changes.)
If this module gets stuck at step 2 then Γ fails to compute W . If stuck at step 4, then
cycle n + 1 is expected to handle the requirement, as for the module above.
The outcomes of the sets of ω cycles can be coded on an ω + 1 branching tree
Λ<ω = (ω∪ {fin})<ω, each strategy assigned to a different level. An outcome of n ∈ ω
indicates that cycle n acts (moves from one step to the next) infinitely often; the outcome
fin indicates that after a certain stage s no cycle acts. It is not possible that no cycle acts
infinitely often but the number of the active cycles tends to infinity as this would mean that
eventually all cycles become stuck at step 4 and F ≤T E via ∆, contrary to hypothesis.
This is the essential feature of the construction which allows us to overcome the
destructive effect of late E changes on the computations. The proof of the non-density
of the low completely mitotic degrees [3] used the lowness of E to avoid destructive
enumeration into E more than finitely often for each requirement.
To initialise a strategy means to cancel all restraints and followers. We assign a
requirement Pe to level 2e of the tree, and requirement Re,i to level 2〈e, i〉 + 1. As in
Soare [14] we define ordering relations on the tree nodes:
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(i) α <L β if there exists a, b∈ (ω∪ { fin}) such that γ ∧〈a〉 ⊆ α, γ ∧〈b〉 ⊆ β, and
a < b where 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 < · · · < fin.
(ii) α ≤ β if α <L β or α ⊆ β.
(iii) α < β if α ≤ β and α =β.
CONSTRUCTION
Stage s = 0: All functionals are undefined, all strategies are initialised.
Stage s + 1:
We first check for any required Ve-changes, then check for any n entering F and any
possible enumerations into A or B , and finally execute substages to complete stage s + 1.
(i) For each e, if s is e-expansionary then put the least number to have entered We ⊕ A
since the last e-expansionary stage into Ve. This is intended to achieve both the diagonali-
sation required to make Ve non-autoreducible, and also to ensure that We ⊕ A≤T Ve.
(ii) If n enters F at s+1: Find the leftmost (≤ least) strategy such that cycle n is waiting
at step 4 and E |`r(n) (or E |`r(n, α, i)) has not changed since r was last defined. If such a
strategy α exists then prior to substages move its strategy to step 5 so that xn is declared
urgent and initialise all strategies β ≥ α∧n, and cancel cycles > n of α. If no node γ ⊂ α
has a cycle with A (or B if xn is intended for B) restraint as high as xn then enumerate
xn into the appropriate set immediately. Otherwise there must be a node above α working
on a cycle greater than that active when xn was chosen. Let R(xn) be the least of the r( j)
and r( j, γ , i) at the nodes γ ⊂ α with some restraint current when α was last visited at
substages. Define Q(xn) to be the greatest of all restraints r defined in the construction up
to this point.
(iii) If there is an urgent follower xm at node β ready to be enumerated and such that
E |` R(xm) has just changed then find the (≤) least such node and enumerate its follower
xm . Initialise all strategies η ≥ β∧m, and cancel cycles > m of β.
(iv) Now proceed in substages t < s + 1.
At each substage t , a strategy α of length t is eligible to act according to its basic module;
once α has acted (i.e. the least cycle that can act acts), its outcome o is defined as n if cycle
n has acted (moved from one step to the next, or enumerated a follower into A or B) and
fin if no cycle has acted. We initialise all strategies β such that α∧o <L β, and the strategy
at α∧o is eligible to act at the next substage.
VERIFICATION
Define the true path TP inductively by TP(i) = o where (TP|` i)∧o is the leftmost
successor of TP|` i eligible to act infinitely often.
The true path TP exists as either a strategy acts finitely often, or some cycle of the
strategy acts infinitely often. It is not possible that each cycle acts finitely often and the
active cycle number tends to infinity since in that case each cycle must stop, waiting at
step 4, and F ≤T E via∆.
Lemma 1. Every α ⊂ TP is initialised finitely often.
Proof. Let α be the ⊂ least strategy initialised infinitely often, for the sake of a
contradiction.
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Only β ⊂ α are eligible to act infinitely often and have the priority to initialise α. The
β ⊂ α which initialises α infinitely often must be the immediate predecessor, β0, of α.
(Otherwise β0 would be initialised infinitely often.) α = β∧0 n0, n0 ∈ω, as if β0 had finite
outcome it could not initialise any strategy infinitely often.
Hence eventually, after some stage s, no cycle of β0 less than n0 acts, but cycle n0 acts
infinitely often subsequently. Therefore n0 is not permitted by F at a time when β0 can
make use of it, and α is not initialised by cycle n0 of β0. β0 cycles n0 + 1, n0 + 2, . . .
cannot initialise anything to the left (<L) of β ∧0 (n0 + 1), so after stage s, strategy α is not
initialised, giving the contradiction.
Lemma 2. For all α ⊂ TP, there is a stage s after which α is never initialised and its
restraints are respected.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1, since by the construction any strategy which injures
α’s restraints initialises α. In particular strategies below and to the right of a strategy
that makes a follower xn urgent are initialised, and xn does not injure the restraints of
requirements above or to the left if it is enumerated during substages as it was chosen
larger than the relevant restraints. Also xn is not enumerated prior to substages if this will
injure the requirements above the strategy working on xn .
Lemma 3. For all e, Pe is satisfied by α = TP|`(2e).
Proof. Let s be the stage at which α is initialised for the last time. After s, α can act
infinitely often, and its restraints are not injured. If TP(2e) = n thenΦe is partial (witnessed
by xn). If TP(2e) = fin then the (least) cycle n left waiting at step 2, or completing step 5,
witnesses via xn that Φ(E ⊕ A) = B .
Lemma 4. For all e, i , Re,i is satisfied by α = TP|`(2〈e, i〉 + 1).
Proof. Consider α after stage s0, the final stage in which α is initialised.
Subsequently α has no restraint injured and it is eligible to act infinitely often. If α has
outcome fin then the (least) cycle n left waiting at step 2, or completing step 5, witnesses
that if Γe(E ⊕ A ⊕ B) = We then
max
{
x : (∀y < x)Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y)[s] = Ve,s(y)
}
< 2xn + 1
for all sufficiently large s. This is clear if the cycle is waiting at step 2; if it has completed
step 5 the same is true because enumerating xn into A has caused a change in We ⊕ A
below 2xn + 1.
Let y be the least number to have entered We ⊕ A since the last e-expansionary stage.
Then y will enter Ve at the next e-expansionary stage s and ensure that
Φi,s (Ve,s+1 ∪ {y}; y) = Ve,s+1(y).
This computation will be preserved by α’s restraint.
If α has outcome n then infinitely often the strategy returns to step 2 because of
E |`r(n, α, i)-change. Now if
(†) max { x : (∀y < x)Φi (Ve ∪ {y}; y) = Ve(y) } < 2xn + 1
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then we win Re,i immediately. Otherwise, consider the strategy after all initialisations and
after the Φi computation up to 2xn + 1 above has settled down (no Ve changes on the use).
Then, since E |`r(n, α, i) changes we have that E changes on a sufficiently small z that
the computationΓ (E⊕A⊕B; y)[s] = We,s(y) is affected for some y used in the reduction
(†). But this happens infinitely often on the (fixed) use of the Φ computation in (†), so Γ
is partial—it does not compute We up to the use of (†).
Lemma 5. A≤T F, B ≤T F.
Proof. A number x can enter A or B only if it is one of the strictly increasing sequence of
followers chosen during the construction, and further only if x = xn where xn is a follower
that is eventually declared urgent. We can F-effectively determine whether any strategy α
has a follower xn = x that becomes urgent, by running the construction either until the
followers being chosen exceed x , or until xn = x appears and n enters F (if this will ever
occur).
It is slightly more involved to see that F can determine whether an urgent follower xn
will be enumerated into A or B . Since E ≤T F we can F-effectively determine a stage s1
at which E stops changing up to Q(xn) > R(xn). After this stage in the construction xn
cannot be enumerated except at substages. However, if the apparent true path at stage s1 is
to the right of α then we claim that it will never pass though α again unless xn has been
cancelled. To see this we note that all β ⊂ α with outcomes other than fin when α is visited
at substages must return simultaneously to their outcomes mβ such that β∧mβ ⊆ α (the
apparent true path is to the right of this at stage s1). The outcome at β will now move left
to m only because of E changes affecting cycle m at step 4; however, these will not occur
after s1 as E has stopped changing up to Q(xn). 
3. Jump classes and completely mitotic degrees
Friedberg [5] showed that every Turing degree above 0′ is the jump of some degree. The
jump S of any c.e. set is c.e. in ∅′ and above ∅′ ( ∅′ ≤T S). The Sacks Jump Theorem [12]
shows that for any set S c.e. in ∅′ such that ∅′ ≤T S (abbreviated computably enumerable
in and above ∅′ , or CEA ∅′ ) there is a c.e. set A satisfying A′ ≡T S. Thus for any such set
S we can ‘invert the jump’ to find A. Cooper [2] shows that if we restrict A further to the
cappable c.e. degrees (those degrees which form half of a minimal pair) then we cannot
always invert the jump: there is a set S CEA ∅′ such that A is c.e. and A′ ≡T S implies that
deg(A) is non-cappable. As the cappable degrees form a proper ideal in C, the c.e. degrees,
Cooper’s result also follows from a general theorem of Shore [13] which implies that if I
is a proper ideal of C then J (I) = J (C) where we define J (X) = {x′ : x∈X}.
If the downward closure of the completely mitotic degrees formed a proper ideal of the
degrees ≤0′ then it would follow from the non-jump inversion theorem of Shore [13] that
the jumps of the completely mitotic degrees do not include every degree c.e. in and above
0′ . It is not known whether this downward closure forms a proper ideal; however, using a
different approach we can show:
Theorem 3.1. There is a degree CEA 0′ which is not the jump of any completely mitotic
c.e. degree.
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Proof. We build aΣ2 set C directly via approximations Cs , C = lim infs Cs(x), intending
that C ⊕ K will be in the desired degree CEA 0′ .
Construct the Σ2 set C , and c.e. sets De, Ee to satisfy for all e ∈ ω the requirements:
Re : [Ue′ = ΦC⊕Ke ∧ C = ΘUe
′
e → ∀i(De = Ψ∗Dei ∨ Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei )] ∧
De ≤T Ue ∧ Ee ≤T Ue.
We also ensure that Ue is Turing reducible to whichever of the sets De or Ee is non-
autoreducible (this part of the construction is not represented by the requirements Re).
Here 〈Ue,Φe,Θe〉 is the eth triple in an effective listing of all triples of a c.e. set and
two (partial) computable functionals, and 〈Ψi , Ψˆi 〉 is the i th pair of computable functionals
in another effective listing. The * indicates an autoreduction, that is one which does not
ask the oracle about membership of x when computing its output on x ; we can define
Ψ∗A(x) = Ψ A∪ {x}(x) for any computable functionalΨ .
The requirements above ensure that, for any set Ue with jump in deg(C ⊕ K ), one of
De and Ee is non-autoreducible and is Turing reducible to Ue, as if both De and Ee are
autoreducible we have ∃i(De = Ψ∗Dei ∧ Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei ). Hence there is a non-mitotic
(non-autoreducible) set in deg(Ue).
We ensure De, Ee ≤T Ue by permitting; the basic strategy for each requirement is
concerned with getting Ue-permission to put an element into De or Ee: an element which
we consider putting into one of these sets to diagonalise against an autoreduction is called
a follower. We change De or Ee if there is a relatively small Ue-change after a follower
x has been enumerated in De or Ee, thus ensuring that if infinitely many followers are
enumerated in De or Ee then Ue ≤T De or Ue ≤T Ee respectively.
A major difficulty in the construction of C is that although we may hope to exert some
control over the behaviour of (an enumeration of ) Ue via Φe and Θe, these functionals
are concerned with computations involving U ′e, not Ue directly. An important feature of
Cooper’s construction in [2] and in the construction below is to overcome this difficulty
by exploiting the fact that the set being constructed (here C) is Σ2, so numbers of our
choosing may be added to and withdrawn from the set arbitrarily often in order to obtain
‘Ue-permission’ for certain enumerations into De or Ee.
If we can ensure that a number leaves U ′e (meaning U ′e[s]−U ′e[s+1] =∅) then we know
a number must have entered Ue, and this gives us the permission we need. If a number
enters U ′e we do not necessarily have a number entering Ue (it could have just been a
computation converging with Ue unchanged). In this case we turn our attention from De to
Ee with the additional knowledge that some y has entered U ′e. We will try to force y out
again to get our permission. We set the size of permission for putting x in De at stage s2, if
we fail to get this permission we turn out attention to Ee, seeking permission for xˆ up to a
size set at stage s7 (these stages are defined at step 2 and step 7 of the basic module below).
We need the extra set Ee to have the option of setting the size of the permission after y has
entered U ′e.
Numbers chosen specifically for this purpose of repeated enumeration in and extraction
from C will be called agitators; numbers chosen as possible witnesses to De (or Ee) being
non-autoreducible are called followers. There will be numbers denoted by k and kˆ which
we use to try to restrain Ue after diagonalising an autoreduction in De or Ee. These are in
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fact obtained from the recursion theorem with parameters: we are assuming that we know
the index numbers k, kˆ of computations that we are building during our construction.
We now describe the basic module for satisfying one requirement Re with a single pair
of functionals 〈Ψi , Ψˆi 〉, i.e. the subrequirement
Re,i : De =Ψ∗Dei ∨ Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei .
Consider the construction in stages denoted by stage number s, with approximations Cs
to C .
ψi and ψˆi are the uses of Ψ∗i and Ψˆ∗i , respectively. The following three functions
represent, for fixed e, the length of agreement calculated by Θe, the length of agreement
calculated byΦe, and the use of U ′e byΘe when computing on arguments less than a certain
number z (these are simplified versions of the final functions used as they ignore the fact
that the full construction takes place on a tree of strategies):
l(s) = µz(Cs(z) = ΘU
′
e
e (z)[s])
L(s) = µz(U ′e(z)[s] = ΦC⊕Ke (z)[s])
ϑ(z, s) = µy(ΘU ′e|` ye |` z[s]↓).
We use the following definition of U ′e(x)[s]:
U ′e(x)[s] =
{
1 if {x}Ue,ss (x)↓ with use less than us ;
0 otherwise
where us is the least number to have entered Ue since the previous stage s − 1, or s, the
stage number, if no number has entered Ue since the last stage. This ensures that we have
the property that for any y, and any t , there exists s ≥ t such that (∀x ≤ y) U ′e(x)[s] =
U ′e(x). That is, arbitrarily long correct initial segments of U ′e eventually appear in our
approximation U ′e[s].
The basic goal of the following is the diagonalisation against the autoreduction of De at
the end of step 5(a), or Ee at the end of step 10(a). This basic module is simplified in the
sense that certain technical modifications to the sequence of steps needed when combining
several modules have been left out, in particular the strategy for keeping Ue ≤T De if De is
non-autoreducible (or Ue ≤T Ee if Ee is non-autoreducible) is omitted.
The purpose of definitions of U ′e(k) at 5(a) and U ′e(kˆ) at 10(a) is to ‘restrain’ Ue from
changing on small values after x or xˆ has been enumerated. Their usefulness will be more
apparent when working with many basic modules at once in the full construction.
SIMPLIFIED BASIC MODULE
1. Pick a large follower x for De, k and kˆ large, and an agitator z > k, kˆ for C if no
agitator is defined. (The size of Ue-change that we will be looking for, our permission
for x , is the stage s2 Ue-use of U ′e |`ϑ(z + 1, s2); see step 2.)
2. Wait for Θe to compute C up to z, l(s) > z, and Φe to compute U ′e so that
L(s) > ϑ(z + 1, s). Let s2 = s.
3. Wait for Ψ∗Dei (x) to converge.
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4. Insert z in C .
5. Wait for agreement, l(s) > z and L(s) > ϑ(z + 1, s2), giving
(a) y < ϑ(z + 1, s2) leaves U ′e, or
(b) not (a) and a change in K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(z + 1, s2) since step 2, or
(c) not (a) or (b) and y < ϑ(z + 1, s2) enters U ′e.
Action:
(a) Define U ′e(k) = 1 with use ψi (x) and wait for l and L to recover to at least their
values before this U ′e-change. If then U ′e(k) = 0, redefine U ′e(k) = 1 with the same
use and wait for l and L recovery again. Insert x in De iff Ψ∗Dei (x) = 0. Stop.
(b) Extract z from C; return to step 1.
(c) Start step 6.
6. Choose xˆ for Ee, large. (The size of Ue-change that we will be looking for, our
permission for xˆ , is the Ue-use at step 7 of U ′e |`ϑ(z + 1, s2).)
7. Wait for Ψˆi
∗Ee
(xˆ)↓.
8. Check whether y ∈U ′e via the same computation (Ue unchanged on the use of
{y}Ue(y)) as at step 5(c), or at the last loop through step 8 if more recent. If the
computation has changed return to step 6, unless there has been a change in the K -use
of ΦC⊕K |`ϑ(z + 1, s2) since step 5(c) in which case return to step 1 after extracting z
from C .
9. Extract z from C .
10. Wait for agreement l(s) > z and L(s) > ϑ(z + 1, s2) giving
(a) y < ϑ(z + 1, s2) leaves U ′e, or
(b) a change in K -use of ΦC⊕K |`ϑ(z + 1, s2) since step 5(c).
Action:
(a) Define U ′e(kˆ) = 1 with use ψˆi (xˆ) and wait for l and L to recover to at least
their values before this definition. If after this recovery U ′e(kˆ) = 0 then redefine
U ′e(kˆ) = 1 with same use and wait for l and L to recover again. Enumerate xˆ into
Ee iff Ψˆ∗Eei (xˆ) = 0. Stop.
(b) Return to 1.
Modification to the step sequence:
If we return repeatedly to step 1 we get an increasing sequence of followers x , each with
an associated Ue-use of U ′e |`ϑ(z + 1, s2). If at step 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9 there is an enumeration
into Ue of size less than or equal to this use for one of these followers x with Ψ∗Dei (x)
convergent then jump to step 5(a) and diagonalise against De being autoreducible.
Fig. 1 is a flow chart of this basic module (at step numbers followed by ‘[w]’ we may be
stuck waiting permanently). The chart does not include arrows for all possible return paths
to step 1.
The simplified basic module has the following outcomes (we distinguish between the
finite outcomes, fin, and the infinite outcomes i0, i1).
1. Wait at step 2, 5, or 10 for large l, L. Φe or Θe fails. Win Re. Outcome fin.
2. Wait at step 3. Ψ∗i partial. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
3. Wait at step 7. Ψˆi
∗ partial. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
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1
Choose x
✲
2[w]
l, L large
✲
3[w]
Φ(x)↓ ?
✲
4
z ↘C
✲
5[w]
l, L large
❄
✻
(b)
✛
❄
K -change
(a)
5(a)
D diag.
(c)
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑✑✰
❄
6
Choose xˆ
✲
7[w]
Φˆ(xˆ)↓ ?
✲
8
U same?
✲
✻
✛
❄
U -change ✻
✲K -change
9
z ↖ C
✲
10[w]
l, L large
✻
✻
✛
❄
10(a)
E diag.
Fig. 1. The flow diagram of the basic module.
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4. Complete step 5(a). Diagonalise De autoreduction. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
5. Return to step 1 infinitely often due to K -change. Outcome i0.
6. Return from step 8 to step 6 infinitely often. y ∈U ′e but ΦC⊕Ke (y) = 1. Win Re.
Outcome i1.
7. Complete step 10(a). Diagonalise Ee autoreduction. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
The following points explain how each outcome achieves the desired result:
1. If we are waiting permanently at step 2, step 5, or step 10 for the length of agreement l
to pass a certain finite value then Θe fails to compute C correctly. Similarly if L never
exceeds some finite value, then Φe fails to compute U ′e correctly. In the case of a single
strategy Re,i there is little change to C , and U ′e and K are eventually approximated
correctly on any finite initial segment, so we do not have the problem of the length
of agreement appearing at all large stages to be finite, but in fact being infinite in the
case of the final sets C , U ′e, and K . The precise definition of U ′e(x)[s] given earlier is
important here to ensure that a given initial segment of U ′e does eventually appear as an
initial segment of U ′e[s].
If Θe or Φe fail in this way then we have achieved not only our objective for
requirement Re,i , but also for Re overall. Later in the full construction this will be
reflected in the structure of the tree used.
2. If Ψ∗Dei does not halt on some argument x , then we have De =Ψ∗Dei and so win Re,i .
3. Analogous to outcome 2, but showing that Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei .
4. If y < ϑ(z+1, s2) leaves U ′e, it must be due to enumeration of an element v less than the
Ue-use (at stage s2) of U ′e |`ϑ(z + 1, s2). This is our permission to enumerate an element
x into De if Ψ∗Dei (x) = 0 and ensure that De =Ψ∗Dei .
5. We return to step 1 only if there is a K -change on the K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(z + 1, s2).
Therefore if lim sups ϑ(z + 1, s2) < ∞ then Φe diverges on some argument no larger
than this lim sup. If lim sups ϑ(z + 1, s2) = ∞ (s2 increasing as step 2 is revisited) we
have an infinite increasing sequence of followers x none of which is permitted, so Ue is
computable and we win Re since deg(U ′e) = 0′ and 0′ cannot be the degree of C . This
is because there exists a low non-zero completely mitotic degree [3]: let U j be in that
low degree, then the requirement R j (in the full construction) will ensure that C ∈ 0′.
6. If we return from step 8 to step 6 infinitely often (without returning to step 1) then
ΦC⊕Ke (y) = 1 continuously, but the injury to all y ∈U ′e computations that appear results
in y ∈U ′e; therefore U ′e =ΦC⊕Ke and we win Re.
7. This is analogous to outcome 4, showing Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei .
We use a tree for the full construction, with nodes assigned to the basic module, and also
nodes assigned to Re which have outcomes solely dependent on Φe and Θe agreement.
The Tree
T ⊂ {inf , i0, i1, fin}<ω.
We have strategies for Re associated with nodes having just two outcomes: inf if it
appears that the Θe and Φe lengths of agreement tend to infinity, fin if it appears that one
or both have finite length of agreement. The other type of nodes have strategies for Re,i
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(below a node with a Re-strategy) and have outcomes fin, i0 and i1, depending on the basic
module.
Below Re-strategies we have outcomes inf < fin. Below outcome fin of Re-strategies
we include no further Re, f .
Below Re, f -strategies we have outcomes i0 < i1 < fin. Below outcomes i0, i1 we have
no further Re, f ′ -strategies, but below i0, i1 we will repeat Re′ - and Re′, f ′ -strategies (all f ′)
if:
(∗) e′ > e and the Re, f -node is below outcome inf of the Re-strategy for which
the Re, f -strategy works, and the Re′ -strategy between Re and Re, f has outcome inf . The
Re-strategy is always above the Re′ -strategy in this situation (*) because of the way that
the tree is defined below.
• Assign to λ (the empty string) the requirement R0 and the following list representing
the requirements still to come
L = R1 R00 R2 R10 R01 R3 R20 R11 R02 · · ·
which is in an order such that for each j the requirement R j precedes each
subrequirement R j,k , and also for all k, R j,k precedes R j,k+1. All requirements (and
subrequirements) appear on the list except R0. The requirement R j precedes the
subrequirements R j,k since we only need to attend to the subrequirements if it appears
that the requirement R j has infinite outcome.
• Given a requirement Re at node α and a list L, the node at outcome inf has assigned
to it the first requirement or subrequirement on the list and the remainder of the list
becomes the list of αinf . For outcome fin remove Re, j requirements (for all j ) from
the list L. The node at outcome fin is assigned the first element of the resultant list and
the remainder is passed on as the list for αfin.
• Given a subrequirement Re f and a list L, outcome fin is assigned the first element of
the list L and the remainder as its list. For outcomes i0 and i1, first remove the Re, j
requirements of L (for all j ) to form L1. If (*) occurs for some e′ then put the Re′
requirements back into the list L1 to form L2 (use the places below the current head of
the list that Re′ requirements used to occupy); otherwise L2 = L1. Both i0 and i1 are
assigned the first element of L2 with the remainder of L2 as their list.
The tree has the following two properties: (i) For all e, Re occurs at least once, and only
finitely often, down each infinite path in the tree, and (ii) for all e and all infinite paths
h ∈ [T ], under the last copy of Re, if it has outcome inf , is Re,i for each i in ω unless an
Re,i present has outcome i0 or i1.
Length and Use functions
These are similar to the functions defined for the simplified basic module but they have
been altered to take account of the tree construction (including the definition of U ′e[s]):
ψi and ψˆi are the uses of Ψ∗i and Ψˆ∗i , respectively.
l(e, s) = µz(Cs(z) = ΘU ′e(z)[s])
L(e, s) = µz(U ′e(z)[s] = ΦC⊕K (z)[s])
ϑ(e, z, s) = µy(ΘU ′e |` ye |` z[s]↓).
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We define l and L at α (an Re-node) with the following definition of U ′e:
U ′e(x)[s] =
{
1 if {x}Ue,ss (x)↓ with use less than us ;
0 otherwise
where us is the least number to have entered Ue since the last α stage, or s, the stage
number, if no number has entered Ue since the last α stage.
Re,i is the subrequirement De = Ψ∗Dei ∨ Ee = Ψˆ∗Eei with the basic module below. It
should be emphasised that an Re-strategy, and its Re,i -substrategies below it on the tree,
all deal with sets De and Ee that depend not only on e, but in fact on α, the node at which
the particular Re-strategy is situated, and on si , the last stage at which the strategy at α was
initialised. In other words we have different sets for different Re-strategies (even if e is the
same), and we begin the sets anew if their Re-strategy is initialised.
BASIC MODULE
1. Pick a new follower x for De, k and kˆ large if they are not already defined, and an
agitator z > k, kˆ for C if none is defined, larger than all previous choices and larger
than the stage number. (If we return to this step later and an old follower x ′ has a
divergent computation Ψ∗Di (x ′) then wait for that computation to converge before
choosing a new follower x . This may occur after certain off-tree action, described at
the end of the construction.)
2. Wait for Θe to compute C up to z (l(e, s) > z), and Φe to compute Ue′ so that
L(e, s) > ϑ(e, z + 1, s). Let s2 = s. Note the C-use of Φe. This is the initial segment
of C which we later restore, with or without z ∈C.
3. Wait for Ψ∗Dei (x)↓. Cancel lower priority followers for De if Ψ∗Dei (x) = 0 or if this
is the first convergent computation (=1) seen for this x .
4. Insert z in C iff Ψ∗Dei (x) = 0 (we wish to insert x so need Ue-permission). Restore C
on the other numbers.
5. Wait for agreement, l(e, s) > z and L(e, s) > ϑ(e, z + 1, s2), giving
(a) some y below U ′e-use of ΘU
′
e(z) (that is ϑ(e, z + 1, s2)) leaves U ′e, or Ψ∗Dei (x)= 1,
(b) not (a) and a change in K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2), or
(c) not (a), nor (b), but some y < ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) enters U ′e.
Action:
(a) Define U ′e(k) = 1 with use ψi (x) and wait for l and L to recover to at least
their values before this U ′e-change. If at this recovery U ′e(k) = 0 but the Ψ∗Dei (x)
computation is unchanged then redefine U ′e(k) = 1 with corrected Ue-use of the
same size, and wait again for l and L to recover. (If the Ψ∗Dei (x) computation is
also changed—by action on the tree—then the changing requirement would have
initialised this basic module.)
Insert x in De iff Ψ∗Dei (x) = 0. Cancel lower priority followers for D.
(Subsequently if Ue changes below ψi (x) then Ue′(k) = 0 but ΦC⊕Ke (k) = 1.)
Stop unless K changes on the K -use ofΦC⊕Ke (k) and Ue |`ψi (x) changes, in which
case extract z (if z ∈ C) and return to step 1.
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(b) Return to 1 (extract z).
(c) Start step 6.
6. Appoint new xˆ for Ee, large.
7. Let s7 = s, then wait for Ψˆi∗Ee (xˆ)↓. Cancel lower priority followers for Ee if
Ψˆ∗Eei (xˆ) = 0 or if this is the first convergent computation (equal to 1) seen for this xˆ .
8. Restore C , z ∈ C , and check whether y ∈U ′e via the same computation [Ue unchanged
on the use of {y}Ue(y)] as at 5(c), or the last loop through 8 if more recent. If the
y ∈U ′e computation has changed then restart at step 6.
9. Extract z from C if Ψˆi
∗Ee
(xˆ) = 0; restore C .
10. Wait for agreement, l(e, s) > z and L(e, s) > ϑ(e, z + 1, s2), giving
(a) y below ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) leaves U ′e so that Ue changes on the stage s7 Ue-use of
U ′e |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2), or Ψˆi
∗Ee
(xˆ) = 1.
(b) Change in K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2).
Action:
(a) Define U ′e(kˆ) = 1 with use ψˆ(xˆ) and wait for l and L to recover to at least their
values before this definition. If at this recovery the U ′e axiom has been injured then
enumerate the axiom again with the corrected use of the same size and wait again
for l and L to recover. Enumerate xˆ into E iff Ψˆ∗Eei (xˆ) = 0. Cancel lower priority
followers for Ee. Stop unless K changes on the K -use of ΦC⊕Ke (kˆ) and Ue |` ψˆi (xˆ)
changes, in which case return to step 1.
(b) Return to step 1.
There are four important modifications to the step sequence above for the basic module:
• If at step 4, 6, 7, 8, or 9 there is a change in Ue of size at most the stage s2 Ue-use of
U ′e |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) then jump to 5(a) action. This applies also to older followers x ′ for
the same module, which may have different s2 values but have convergent computations
Ψ∗Dei (x ′).
• Otherwise, if at step 8 or 9 there is a change in Ue of size at most the stage s7 Ue-use
of U ′e |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) then jump to 10(a) action.
• Otherwise if at step 4, 6, 7, 8, or 9 there is a change in the K -use of
ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) then return to step 1 (extract z).
• In the full (tree) construction there will be some off-tree action at the end of each stage
that may add elements to De or Ee and thereby injure some strategies for Re,i . If a
strategy is ready to complete step 5(a) but finds its De-use has been injured by such off-
tree action then the strategy will return to step 3 without enumerating x into De, retain
the same follower x , but will not initialise lower priority followers when Ψ∗Dei (x) ↓
again. (The strategy will still return to step 1 as usual if there is a K -change of the
appropriate size.) Similarly if a strategy finds its Ee-use injured when completing step
10(a) it will not enumerate its follower but rather return to step 7. Again the strategy
will still act as usual on K -changes. The outcome of the strategy in the case of return to
step 3 or step 7 will be fin.
This completes the basic module.
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The first two modifications above to the step sequence for the basic module are intended
to ensure that we never ‘waste’ permission. This is important as when we are attempting
to show Ue ≤T De (or Ue ≤T Ee) as well as De ≤T Ue and Ee ≤T Ue we may need to use
lack of permission to show that Ue is computable.
An important feature of this basic module is that steps 5(a) and 10(a) no longer end the
basic module completely: we may need to return to step 1 if Ue |`ψ(x) or Ue |` ψˆ(xˆ) changes.
This results in three cases to analyse in the outcome “infinitely many returns to step one”:
• finitely many returns from steps 5(a) and 10(a);
• infinitely many from step 5(a);
• finitely many from step 5(a) but infinitely many from step 10(a).
The fourth change to the step sequence results in another way that fin may be the true
outcome of a strategy: namely if it returns infinitely often to step 3 (or step 7) because its
De- (or Ee-) use has been injured by off-tree action. In this case eitherΨi or Ψˆi is divergent
on the follower, so we win the requirement Re,i . These cycles are passive in that they do
not repeatedly initialise lower priority followers for the same set, and changes to C via the
agitator are minimal. This may mean that after being injured by off-tree action the strategy
has increased use and is vulnerable to injury from below or to the right on the tree. How-
ever, this is tolerable: whilst theΨi (or Ψˆi ) computation outputs 1 we have diagonalisation
because the follower is not enumerated; if the De- (Ee-) use changes infinitely often then
we win the subrequirement by divergence. As soon as the computation outputs 0 and we
wish to receive Ue-permission we are protected from lower priority followers by initialisa-
tion, and from uses ψ(x) (ψˆ(xˆ)) below and to the right by deferral of their enumeration.
It will be important in the verification that infinitely many strategies associated with some
sets De (or Ee) do not suffer injury from off-tree action.
The basic module has the following outcomes:
1. Wait at step 1 or step 3. Ψ∗i partial. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
2. Wait at step 2. Φe or Θe fails. Win Re. Outcome fin.
3. Wait at step 5. Φe or Θe fails. Win Re. Outcome fin.
4. Wait at step 5(a) for l, L. Φe or Θe fails. Win Re. Outcome fin.
5. Complete step 5(a). Diagonalise De autoreduction. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
6. Return to step 1 infinitely often, due to K -change. Win Re. Outcome i0.
7. Wait at step 7. Ψˆ∗i partial. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
8. Wait at step 10(a) action for l, L. Φe or Θe fails. Win Re. Outcome fin.
9. Complete step 10(a). Diagonalise Ee autoreduction. Win Re,i . Outcome fin.
10. Return from step 8 to step 6 infinitely often. y ∈U ′e but ΦC⊕Ke (y) = 1. Win Re.
Outcome i1.
11. Return to step 3 or step 7 infinitely often. This can only occur if the Ψ∗Dei (x) = 1
(or Ψˆ∗Eei (xˆ) = 1) since if these computations output 0 then the use is protected
from off-tree injury by ψ(x ′) (ψˆ(x ′)) whilst the follower x or xˆ remains ready for
enumeration (i.e. x or xˆ not initialised, nor abandoned because of small K -change).
Win Re,i , Outcome fin.
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Other than outcomes 6 and 11 these achieve the desired results essentially as in the
simplified basic module.
Consider the claim that if we return to step 1 infinitely often due to K -change then we
win Re. If there are only finitely many visits to 5(a) or 10(a) then after all of those visits
we return to step 1 only if there is a change in the K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2). In this
case if lim sups ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) < ∞ then the infinitely many K -changes imply that Φe
diverges on some argument no larger that this lim sup, so we win Re. (s2 may be increased
at some stages s in which step 2 is revisited). Suppose lim sups ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) = ∞. We
have infinitely many followers waiting for permission on arbitrarily large initial segments
of Ue, none of which is permitted, so Ue is computable. We win Re indirectly as C cannot
be in 0′ , as discussed in the outcomes of the simplified basic module.
The other two cases of outcome 6 involve infinitely many returns from step 5(a) to
step 1, or from step 10(a) to step 1. If at step 5(a) there is a change in Ue |`ψ(x) then
a number never before in Ue must have entered Ue (and will never leave). Thus our
U ′e(k) = 1 axiom is invalidated, so k can be re-used and new axioms defined later. If
this happens infinitely often then the K -use of ΦC⊕Ke (k) changes infinitely often and so
the computation diverges and we win Re. If we have infinitely many returns from step 10(a)
to step 1 then similarly ΦC⊕Ke (kˆ) diverges. Whenever we return to step 1 we extract z.
Executing the basic module on the tree
Conflicts between strategies may arise when restoring C at steps 4, 8, and 9, and also
when cancelling followers for De, Ee at steps 3, 5(a), 7, and 10(a). At steps 3 and 7, if
we initialise below, we ensure our De or Ee computation will not be destroyed by lower
priority followers entering De or Ee. At steps 5(a) and 10(a) we initialise strategies that we
may have injured.
Each node, if on the true path TP (leftmost path visited infinitely often) and if stage s is
such that the node will never again be initialised, has knowledge of whether z ∈C or z ∈C
for each agitator z above:
i0 : z ∈C
i1 : z ∈C
fin : z ∈C iff z ∈Cs .
Each Re, f works with Cs modified to agree with the above Re belief about the agitators
above Re (if Re is on TPs+1 this will be automatically what is seen at stage s + 1).
When restoring or restraining C it is not necessary to influence agitators from
requirements above Re; they will conform eventually if Re, f is on TP.
Initialisation of Re, f means all followers and agitators are cancelled; agitators’
membership in C will not be changed unless required by the initialising strategy.
Subsequently Re, f will need new k, kˆ, z, x, xˆ and must again begin the basic module at
step 1. We will not jump to 5(a) or 10(a) for cancelled followers.
K - and Ue-changes will be interpreted to mean changes since the last visit to the node
in question.
THE CONSTRUCTION
Stage 0. C0 = ∅, De, Ee = ∅ for all e (in fact for all e and all nodes assigned to Re). The
Re, f -strategy at σ works for the longest Re-node τ ⊂ σ .
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Stage s + 1. We define a finite path TPs+1 through the tree.
• A strategy for Re has outcome inf iff s + 1 is e-expansionary at Re on TPs+1, i.e.
l(e, s) > l(e, t) ∧
L(e, s) > L(e, t) ∧
L(e, s) > ϑ(e, l(e, t)+ 1, s)
where t is the last e-expansionary stage, or zero if no previous stage was e-expansionary.
• A strategy for Re, f , if on TPs+1, has outcome:
– i0 if it returns to step 1 because of a K -change, or if this is the first visit to this
strategy after such a return to step 1.
– i1 if it returns to step 6 because of a y ∈U ′e computation change.
– fin otherwise.
Proceed in substages t < s
At substage t work on the strategy assigned to TPs+1|` t and let TPs+1(t) be the outcome
of its requirement. The substage t action depends on the type of strategy at the node
TPs+1 |` t .
• An Re-strategy:
– The strategy has outcome inf if s + 1 is e-expansionary. We also check whether any
set Cs ′ (s′ < s) created (on TP[s′]) below the fin outcome of this node, since its last
expansionary stage after initialisation (or since last initialisation if no subsequent e-
expansionary stage), would make the lengths l, L e-expansionary with the current set
U ′[s]. If the initial segment of Cs ′ used in such an expansionary calculation of l and
L differs from the current initial segment of Cs only on agitators for strategies below
this outcome fin, then change Cs on those agitators immediately to match this initial
segment of the earlier set Cs ′ ; the strategy is now e-expansionary and has outcome
inf.
Otherwise the strategy has outcome fin.
– If s + 1 is e-expansionary look below for Re, f working for this Re and waiting
to enumerate a follower at 5(a) or 10(a) with the observed Θe and Φe agreements
(l and L at Re), but to the left of TPs+1 (scout down to see what TPs+1
would be). This includes old but uncancelled followers if they have just been
permitted. If such an Re, f exists choose the leftmost. Enumerate its U ′e(k) = 1 (or
U ′e(kˆ) = 1) axiom and initialise to the right and below the Re, f -strategy, terminate
substages.
At the next visit to the Re-strategy execute step 5(a) or step 10(a), provided that
Ue has not changed on the use of the U ′e axiom, initialise to the right and below Re f ,
and terminate substages. If Ue has changed and the autoreduction Ψi or Ψˆi is intact
then redefine the axiom with the same size use, and wait for the next Re-node stage
as before. If the autoreduction computation has been injured then do not jump to
Re, f , but proceed with substages and stages normally. This action off the true path
will be referred to as irregular action.
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• An Re, f -strategy:
– If there has been a K -change injuring an Re, f computation, then return to step 1
as specified at the end of the basic module, ensure z ∈C , terminate substages, set
outcome i0; if this is the first visit to the Re, f -strategy since such a K -change then
take no action, set outcome i0. (This is to allow the strategies below the node’s
outcome i0 to act infinitely often if i0 is the true outcome of this Re, f -strategy.)
– Otherwise attempt to advance the basic module 1 step.
– Initialise everything to the right of TPs+1|`(t + 1).
– If the outcome is fin but action was taken, other than a return to step 3 or 7 (i.e.
not just waiting, or stopped, or injured by off-tree action), then initialise everything
below the Re, f outcome fin and end execution of substages for stage s + 1.
– If the outcome is i1, and it is the first return from step 8 to step 6 since step 5 was
passed, then initialise below and end execution of substages for stage s + 1.
At the end of substages for stage s + 1, look for Ue |`ψi (x) (and Ue |` ψˆi (xˆ)) changes
in requirements not visited during stage s + 1, and which have already enumerated their
follower x or xˆ into De or Ee, respectively. Insert ψi (x) in De ( or ψˆi (xˆ) in Ee) unless
either a smaller number has already entered De (or Ee) since x (or xˆ respectively) was
enumerated, or there is a strategy above or to the left with a follower x ′, targeted for the
same set and no larger than ψi (x) (ψˆi (xˆ)), with x ′ at step 4 (step 9) or waiting at step 5
(step 10) for recovery in length of agreement.
The strategy with the small follower x ′ in this latter case will be assumed to either
witness permanent Re success via limited length of agreement, or eventually to enumerate
its small follower so we do not need to enumerate ψi (x) into De (ψˆi (xˆ)) into Ee. If this
assumption is violated, because the strategy using x ′ returns to step one and chooses a new
follower larger than x ′ for example, or chooses not to enumerate x ′ when diagonalising at
step 5(a) (step 10(a)), then at the end of the stage when this violation becomes apparent we
will enumerate ψ(x) into De (similarly for Ee), again subject to the same exceptions other
than waiting for x ′. We note that the number of possible exceptions is finite. If the Φe and
Θe lengths of agreement are truly infinite then we will reach a stage where the exceptions
are resolved; that is, either a follower is enumerated or all are initialised or abandoned by
their respective strategies (because of K -change etc.).
END OF CONSTRUCTION
The off-tree action at the end of each stage, after all substages, is to ensure that we
can show that Ue is reducible to De or Ee as appropriate at the end of the construction if
one of them is non-autoreducible. An important part of the verification therefore will be to
show that this off-tree action does not destroy the basic module operation on the true path.
Briefly, we defer off-tree action below or to the right of a strategy that appears to be about
to enumerate its own follower, and strategies above or to the left will be handled via their
effect on U ′e computations.
Strategies above or to the left which have inserted the follower x or xˆ have an associated
definition of U ′e(k) = 1 or U ′e(kˆ) = 1 with a use of ψi (x) (or ψˆi (xˆ)) so sufficiently small
Ue-changes will lead to a U ′e(k)- or U ′e(kˆ)-change from 1 to 0. K or C must change if these
nodes are to be revisited (for Φe to recompute U ′e correctly) so we deal with the change as
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for K - and C-changes. If C changes then nodes will have been initialised; otherwise the
K -change will result in a return to step 1.
Consider the requirements waiting to enumerate a follower at step 5(a) after defining
U ′e(k) = 1. If De changes after execution of substages, but the requirements are not
initialised, we may possibly return to the strategy to find that the De autoreduction is
destroyed and also U ′e(k) = 0. There may or may not have been a change in the K -use
of ΦC⊕K (k). We cannot now use our x-permission as Ψi diverges on x . However, there
was an old k, call it k0, associated with the injurious addition to De. There must have been
a C- or K -change to produceΦC⊕K (k0) = 0. The agitator z was chosen large, so is greater
than k0 unless k0 was chosen later, below or to the right of the module of z. In the case
where the k0 is smaller, the module can return to step 1 as is usual for K -changes. The case
where k0 is larger than k, chosen below or to the right of k, is handled differently. For such
additions to De (or Ee) we defer the injurious addition, as described in the off-tree action
at the end of each stage, or loop the injured strategy back to step 3 (step 7) if it will not
lead to a De (Ee) enumeration of its own (say if Ψ∗Dei (x) = 1).
VERIFICATION
The basic module has the following outcomes, broadly grouped:
• Φe orΘe fail—either after finite action of the module (outcome fin) or because it returns
to step 1 infinitely often due to K -change (outcome i0).
• Diagonalise with De or Ee (or Ψi , Ψˆi partial, outcome fin).
• y ∈U ′e but ΦC⊕Ke (y) = 1, i.e. return from step 8 to step 6 infinitely often (outcome
i1).
Our main goal is to construct the Σ2 set C . For fixed e, we are only concerned with Ue
if U ′e = ΦC⊕Ke and C = ΘU ′e . If these functionals are total then we construct De ≡T Ue
or Ee ≡T Ue not autoreducible. We have ensured either Ue ≤T De or Ue ≤T Ee by
adding small numbers to De (or Ee) if a small Ue-change occurs after a certain event
(specifically after x enters D at step 5(a) or xˆ enters E at step 10(a)). This endangers the
non-autoreducibility of De, or Ee, so requires further analysis.
Lemma 0. TP is infinite, nodes along TP are initialised only finitely often.
Proof. Consider how TPs can be terminated at a length shorter than s − 1.
1. Action with outcome fin: initialisation below.
2. Outcome i1, with initialisation below.
3. Outcome i0 (no initialisation below).
4. Irregular action by an Re-strategy.
Suppose the leftmost path visited infinitely often is finite and finishes at α, for the sake of
a contradiction.
• If α is assigned to Re, infinitely often we must terminate at Re. But we only terminate
at Re after Re, f below has acted on the true path at an earlier stage, so must have an
expansionary outcome infinitely often and α∧inf is on the true path; a contradiction.
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• If α is assigned to Re, f : if we have outcome i0 infinitely often then α∧i0 is on the
true path as every second visit with outcome i0 has TPs extended down α∧i0. If the
true outcome is i1 then eventually α’s strategy stops initialising below (it just cycles
from step 8 to 6). If the true outcome is fin then eventually all visits to α have outcome
fin without initialisation. So α is not the last node on TP, and initialises below only
finitely often (nodes β ⊂ α also initialise α finitely often [outcomes i1, fin], or not at all
[outcome i0]).
Lemma 1. An Re-strategy on TP has outcome fin implies (U ′e =ΦC⊕Ke ∨ C =ΘUe
′
e ).
Proof. For the sake of a contradiction, suppose outcome fin and both functionals are total
and correct. Let M equal the maximum Θe or Φe agreement at its last expansionary stage.
As both functionals are total, consider C , K , and Ue initial segments which give agreement
beyond M . K and Ue (though not U ′e) are c.e. so eventually settle on these initial segments.
We consider whether there can be a finite initial segment of C which is never seen by an
Re-strategy at node α.
Consider C |` t , a sufficiently long initial segment. There are only finitely many agitators
below the Re-strategy in the given initial segment. Those which are in C eventually remain
in Cs . There may be finitely many which swap in and out of C infinitely often; label these
agitators z1 < z2 < · · · < zn , associated with requirements Re1, f1, Re2, f2, . . . , Ren, fn
respectively. These n strategies all have outcome i0 since the other outcomes eventually
stop adding and removing agitators; they are comparable nodes (along TP) with the
agitators increasing as we proceed to lower nodes. Hence, after other agitators in the
initial segment have ceased changing their membership of C , when zn is taken out of
C by the Ren , fn -strategy acting on a K -change, or if the Ren, fn -strategy is visited on TPs
with zn ∈Cs , then Cs |` t = C |` t . The next stage at which the Re-strategy is visited is e-
expansionary if U ′e currently appears as the final U ′e does on the relevant initial segment.
Some e-expansionary stage must occur eventually (giving the contradiction) because of
two factors: (i) U ′e[s] appears correct on a sufficient initial segment infinitely often at α;
and (ii) correct Cs |` t approximations occurring at or between such U ′e-correct stages result
in outcome inf. It is because U ′e and C segments may not appear correct simultaneously
that Re-strategies check many sets Cs ′ against each U ′e[s].
Lemma 2. Below the lowest Re on TP, if it has outcome inf we have:
• all Re, f with outcome fin, OR
• at least one Re, f with outcome i0 or i1.
Proof. From the structure of the tree.
Lemma 3. If an Re, f -strategy along TP below the lowest Re-node on TP has outcome i0
or i1 then Re is met.
Proof. Consider an Re, f -strategy after the last stage at which it is initialised.
If it has outcome i1 then it cycles infinitely often from step 8 to step 6 for a particular
y. Now y ∈U ′e as the Ue-use of the computation never settles. But ΦC⊕Ke (y) = 1 as
after finitely many K -changes the strategy does not return to step 1. y entered U ′e at
5(c) and ΦC⊕Ke (y) was 1 then. C is no longer changed from above (else initialisation)
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nor from below or right on the relevant initial segment (i.e. on the C-use of ΦC⊕Ke (y)).
K does not change on K -use of ΦC⊕K (y); else we would return to step 1 (given that
y < ϑ(e, z + 1, s2)), so there is a permanent disagreement at y between U ′e and Φe.
If the Re, f -strategy has outcome i0, then there are infinitely many K -changes after the
final initialisation of the strategy, i.e. K -changes on the K -use of ΦC⊕Ke |`ϑ(e, z + 1, s2).
As discussed in the outcomes of the basic module, if ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) has finite lim sup then
Φe diverges on some argument. If ϑ(e, z+1, s2) has infinite lim sup then Ue is computable
or there is a divergent computation ΦC⊕Ke (k) or ΦC⊕Ke (kˆ).
We note that the changes to C made by Re-strategies, as described in the substage
section of the full construction, do not affect the C-use of the above computations as
those changes to C are made only with respect to what has been done since the previous
expansionary stage.
Lemma 4. If, for all f, the Re, f -strategy along TP has outcome fin, then each Re, f is met.
Proof. Pick an arbitrary Re, f -strategy (below the lowest Re-node on TP) and consider it
after the last stage at which it is initialised.
We note that the strategy is initialised only finitely often from the left as it is on TP, and
it is initialised only finitely often from above as the only infinite cycles with output fin for
Re, f ′ -strategies above involve returns to step 3 or step 7, without initialisation.
Now when follower x for De is picked it is never cancelled unless it is injured by off-
tree action. Ψ Def (x) is not injured by action on the tree (i.e. De |`ψ f (x) does not change
unless Ue changes on a small value, Ue |`ψ(x), accompanied by K or C change). Similarly
for xˆ and Ee. We consider cases where off-tree action does not occur for this strategy, and
cases where it does occur.
If no off-tree action occurs the outcomes of the basic module apply. Small Ue-changes
(i.e. of the size Ue |`ψ(x) or Ue |` ψˆ(xˆ)) mean C or K must change for TPs to return to this
Re, f -strategy, so they are dealt with as C- or K -changes are in the basic module; we now
examine this in more detail to see that it can only occur if off-tree action has been taken.
A change in C or K can only be ‘forced’ viaΦe if there is an apparent change in U ′e. For
fixed e, at a given stage, there will be a least use u inserted into De as required in the last
paragraph of the construction—if any such number is inserted. The k associated with this
Re, f -strategy had the axiom U ′e(k) = 1 when x was enumerated into De (or U ′e(kˆ) = 1
when xˆ entered Ee). Therefore if there is off-tree action associated with k ′ < k associated
with a strategy above or to the left, there will be a U ′e-change if Ue |`ψ(x) changes; that is
U ′e(k ′) and U ′e(k) change from 1 to 0. Similarly if there is a change for an xˆ-use then there
must be a U ′e(kˆ)-change.
Now if the Re, f -strategy is to be visited again (if it is on the true path) then U ′e = ΦC⊕Ke
must recover via a change in C or in K . A K -change sufficiently small to affect ΦC⊕Ke (k)
would naturally return the basic module to step 1, with a new follower x . The loss of
diagonalisation using the old follower is therefore not crucial. A C-change sufficiently
small to affect ΦC⊕Ke (k) must be the result of higher priority action leading to the
initialisation of Re, f .
If off-tree action occurs because of strategies below or to the right, we do not necessarily
see a U ′e(k)- or U ′e(kˆ)-change. There must in this case be a Ψ f (Ψˆ f ) computation with
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output 1, as output 0 leads to deferral of the off-tree action involving ψ(x ′) to see whether
a follower x < ψ(x ′) can be enumerated instead. Irregular action will naturally occur if
necessary to enumerate such a follower x since the node assigned to the overall requirement
Re is truly on the true path. However, if the computation has output 1 and therefore the
strategy intends to diagonalise simply by restraint of De (or Ee), not by enumerating a
follower, then strategies below or to the right may injure its use. This will cause the injured
strategy to loop around to step 3 (or 7). If this happens infinitely often we win Re, f as the
computation on the follower diverges.
Lemma 5. The sets De and Ee built for the last Re-strategy on TP, if all subrequirement
strategies for Re, f have outcome fin, satisfy De ≤T Ue and Ee ≤T Ue.
Proof. To Ue-effectively determine whether d ∈ D, simulate the construction until a
follower x of size at least d is chosen. Compute ϑ(e, z + 1, s2) for x and all smaller
followers w targeted for De (or Ee). Let d2 = maxw{ϑ(e, zw + 1, s2)}. Once Ue stops
changing on the Ue-use of these computations up to max{d, d2}, and lengths of agreement
l and L have recovered for all strategies involving the various w, say at stage t , then no
further followers or uses may enter De because of the permitting in the construction. Thus
d ∈ D iff d ∈ Dt .
In the case of Ee we use the stage s7 uses in the analogous way. Since we are assuming
we are on the true path there is no problem waiting a finite number of stages for l, L
recovery after maxw{ϑ(e, zw + 1, s7)} is determined.
Lemma 6. For the last Re-strategy on TP, if all subrequirements have outcome fin then
De is non-autoreducible implies Ue ≤T De (and Ee non-autoreducible implies Ue ≤T Ee).
Proof. Non-autoreducible sets are always infinite, so in the case of De or Ee there must
have been infinitely many enumerations of followers to achieve non-autoreducibility.
Consider the case in which De is non-autoreducible. If all Re, f have outcome fin then
any strategy that actually enumerates its follower x into De on TP, if injured, will be
superseded by a new follower for the strategy (it returns to step 1); call this new follower
x2. We look at these strategies after the last stage in which the true path is to the left of a
strategy for Re, f . We re-use k, and cannot have the Ue-use of U ′e(k) injured infinitely often
as discussed in the outcomes of the basic module (else ΦC⊕Ke (k) ↑). So we do not have
this injury and return to step 1 infinitely often, and there is a “last follower” xn . Consider
the stage t when the l- and L-use recover at step 5(a) for this follower xn and our definition
of U ′e(k) = 1. We cannot have diagonalisation achieved because of “Ψi or Ψˆi divergence
almost always” since there are infinitely many autoreduction functionals that are total on all
oracles—indeed infinitely many always output 0. So for infinitely many of these strategies
De |`ψ(xn)+ 1 = De[t]|`ψ(xn)+ 1 (∗∗). We do not know how large n is in advance, but
we can detect the situation (∗∗) De-effectively, and thus we can determine Ue up to ψ(xn)
because any smaller Ue-change would lead to a De-change. (Although x was enumerated,
the final diagonalisation on xn may be achieved with xn in or out of De.) If we seem to
be failing for x , x2, x3, and so on we can simultaneously try other strategies’ followers,
knowing that there are some satisfying (∗∗).
The case where Ee is non-autoreducible is analogous. We ignore the De followers and
consider followers enumerated in Ee and their associated U ′e(kˆ) definitions, concluding
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again that there are a collection of “last followers” for strategies working on Ee, and of
these there are infinitely many xˆ with Ue restraints (up to ψˆ(xˆ)) that are respected. 
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